Abstract
Introduction
After the technological revolutions of the last few decades, with unimaginable technological advances in the area of information and communications technology, the electrical sector had turned into an anachronism using the technology of last century. Optical technology is an ideal candidate for this, without the safety requirements of conventional sensors. Current sensors (CS) always play a very important role in the electric power industry. In a long time and even up to now, current sensors for metering and protective relaying applications are almost conventional current sensors based on electromagnetic coupling method. Although conventional current sensor is welldeveloped and widely-accepted, it is very difficult for current sensors based on conventional technology to meet the demand of increasing current level. They are always heavy and expensive to obtain high insulation level which is necessary in high level power system. This difficulty stimulates some researchers to pursue novel approaches to measure current. As a consequence, the optical current sensor (OCS) emerged in 1970s. OCS based on optical fiber sensors are now being developed worldwide. In comparison with conventional transformers, fiber optical current sensors (FOCS) are compact and lightweight, easy to install, immune to electromagnetic noise, and they offer a wide measurement range and long distance signal transmission. To date, a number of FOCS have been shown to be feasible. They have good reliability and sensitivity, although the price is also high.
As it can be seen, substantial progress in optical current sensing field has been achieved during the last decades. However, the temperature stability and long-term reliability have been the obstacles which restrict the application of OCSs in electric power system. So, the research should be continued in-depth. This paper reports the novel FOCS
Basic Principle
Most of optical current sensors are based on Faraday Effect, which is that the polarization direction is rotated by the magnetic field paralleling with the direction of the optical beams. When the optical path is closed, the rotation angle of the polarization plane is in proportion to the product of the Verdet constant of the sensing materials and the current generating the magnetic field. FOCS were categorized on whether the sensing head has been powered. It can be divided into active device and passive device. In this paper, the FOCS is passive device, the main working principle is Faraday magneto-optic effect [18] .
The Faraday effect, used in some medium, is a magnetically induced circular birefringence. A beam of light flowing through a fiber with a magnetic field present will have its linear polarization state rotated through an angle   , it is proportional to magnetic field intensity H, and the length of light path in magnetic field L [18] .
Where V is the Verdet constant. Figure 1 shows a schematic configuration of the Faraday rotation. When a light beam passes through a glass medium in a magnetic field, its polarization vector is rotated in proportion to the field. The Verdet constant V relates the line integral of the magnetic field H to the rotation of the polarization plane of a linearly polarized For FOCS, a magnetic field will be built up round the current-carrying wire, satisfying Ampere's circuital law. Therefore, the rotation angle in the fiber:
Where N is the number of turns of sensing optical fiber ring, I is the current in optical fiber. 
Sensor Configuration
The external vibration is one of the most important limitations of Sagnac FOCS. The sensor exploits the Faraday effect in a fused silica fiber. An interrogation technique as known from closed-loop fiber gyroscopes, is used to recover the magneto-optic phase shift. The novel setup shown in Figure 2 allows one to use a standard y-branch integrated optics phase modulator of a fiber gyro, an external compensation coil of delay, rather than the piezoelectric birefringence modulator considered earlier. Figure 3 is an improved proposed structure for external compensation coil of delay, it able to fully offset the impact on Sagnac effect because of the compensation coil and sensing coil feel the vibration factors also exactly the opposite. And compensation coil and sensing coil is wound in the same fiber, reducing the impact on the complexity of the FOCS. 
Model Analysis
There are two assumptions in the establishment of open-loop model from the graph, one is medium without scattering and backscattering, anther is system is reciprocal.
Jones matrix of each device as follows in ideally:
The polarizer: 
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1 L and 2 L are set to (   t ) and t moment's Jones matrix of Y waveguide above modulator arm, 3 L and 4 L are set to (
) and t moment's Jones matrix of Y waveguide below modulator arm [22] .
The dotted line in Figure 2 as a device, Jones matrix of pros and cons to each as:
Jones matrix with back through the optical field by polarizer of system ideal output as:
Expressed as the intensity of light:
Error Analysis
Define the relative error: is ideal output, and additional relative error is less than 0.2% was required in the ideal case.
Y Waveguide Polarizer
Definition Y waveguide polarizer pair of shaft angle θ, the ideal case is equal to 0 °. It is difficult to achieve such a precise docking in general the welding. The Y waveguide polarizer Jones matrix: Figure 4 shows the relative error of Y waveguide polarizer pair of shaft angle, seem from Figure 4 relative error is 0.21% when θ=±0.06°, and relative error is 0.175% when θ=±0.05°. Docking of the polarizer should be in the required value within ± 0.05 ° in order to the output accuracy within 0.2%. 
Sagnac Effect
The dotted line in Figure 2 equivalent to the ring interferometer, because of the twoway reciprocal interfering beams through optical paths at different times through the delay line. When Delay Sagnac effect generated by the vibrations, a measurement error was produced because of Sagnac effect and Faraday effect are the nonreciprocal effects but cannot distinguish. The definition of the two counter-propagating light beams retardation of vibrations caused by external factors is δ, and assuming the media is linear.
The Jones matrix of right-line optical compensation coil:
The Jones matrix of left-line optical compensation coil:
The Jones matrix of right-line optical delay coil:
The Jones matrix of left-line optical delay coil:
The Jones matrix of light on the right line: It can to be seen form Jones matrix, vibration factors not influence of programs output equation, so it prove the feasibility of this scheme from theory.
90°splice
Weld angle deviation is defined as α, the Jones matrix is: Figure 5 shows the relative error of 90°splic shaft angle, seem from Figure 5 the relative error increase with the increase of the welding angle deviation, the relative error is maximum when θ=±90°, at this point no 90 ° welding and interference light signal. And relative error close to the 0 within ±10°, impact on the measurement accuracy of the system can be ignored so alignment error for welding machine 1° within the general. 
